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Abstract
Optimal Fractional Order Proportional and Integral Controller for Processes with
Random Time Delays
by
Varsha Bhambhani, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2008
Major Professor: Dr. YangQuan Chen
Department: Electrical and Computer Engineering
This thesis developed a new practical tuning method for fractional order proportional
and integral controllers (FO-PI / PIα) for varying time-delay systems like networked con-
trol systems (NCS), sensor networks, etc. Based on previously proposed FO-PI controller
tuning rules using fractional Ms constrained integral gain optimization (F-MIGO), simulta-
neous maximization of the jitter margin and integrated time weighted absolute error (ITAE)
performance for a set of hundred gain delay time-constant (KLT) systems having different
time-constants and time-delay values are achieved. A multi-objective optimization algo-
rithm is used to simultaneously maximize the ITAE factor and jitter margin of the plants
at initial F-MIGO gain parameters. The new values of controller gain parameters are gen-
eralized to give a new set of optimal fractional order proportional integral (OFOPI) tuning
rules such that the jitter margin and system performance of closed-loop KLT systems are
maximized and yet the closed-loop feedback system is stable. This is further tested and
verified by simulation techniques. Comparisons are made with other existing proportional
integral derivative (PID) and fractional order proportional integral (PI) tuning rules to
prove the efficiency of the new technique. It is further shown that OFOPI tuning rules per-
form better than traditional tuning methods for lag-dominated FOPDT systems, because
iv
it can take the varying time-delay better into account. The tuning method is modified
to work with discrete-time controllers in the context of NCSs. Furthermore, experimental
results in a NCS platform, Stand-alone Smart Wheel (omnidirectional networked control
robot wheel), are reported using the tuning rules developed in this thesis. The optimization
tuning method performed almost equally well in practice as in simulations. The thesis also
shows that the tuning rule development procedure for OFOPI is not only valid for FOPDT
systems but is also applicable for other general classes of plants which could be reduced
to first order plant systems. Temperature control in heat flow apparatus and water-level
control in a coupled tank system using FO-PI tuning rules are other major contributions of
this thesis work.
(105 pages)
vTo my family and friends.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Growth and development of Internet combined with the advantages provided by net-
worked control system (NCS) has been of great interest to researchers around the globe.
Along with the advantages, several challenges also emerged. This triggered research in fields
of new control strategies, reliability and security of communications, bandwidth allocation,
development of data communication protocols, kinematics of the actuators in the systems,
real-time information collection, and efficient processing of sensors data to list a few.
Additional time delays in control loops or possibility of packages loss result due to
the insertion of the communication network in the feedback control loop which makes the
analysis and design of an NCS complex. Time-delays could impose severe degradation on
the system performance and can even make the system unstable. Many researchers have
provided solutions using concepts from several control areas such as robust control, optimal
stochastic control, fuzzy logic, etc., to eleviate the time-delay effects. Extensive simulation
results on how the jitter in the loop can degrade system performance and lead to instability
of system can be found in dissertation works, e.g. P. Marti and A. Cervin [1, 2]. Ensuring
the stability of systems with varying time-delays has always been an interesting area of
research for control engineers like Wu et al., Phat et al., and Kao et al. [3–5].
A controller which could ensure the stability of the plant at large values of network
delays will revolutionize the Internet. This thesis work introduces a new jitter-robust con-
troller design by optimizing the gain parameters of fractional order proportional integral
(FO-PI) controller based on fractionalMs constrained integral gain optimization (F-MIGO)
algorithm [6–9]. This controller design is helpful in finding the maximum value of jitter
(variance in time-delay) at which the system remains stable. The integral of time weighted
2absolute error (ITAE) performance of the proposed controller is better than the best integer
order proportional integral derivative (PID) controller.
1.2 Contribution
As mentioned in sec. 1.1, a fractional order controller is designed by optimizing the gain
parameters of fractional order proportional integral (FO-PI) controller based on fractional
Ms constrained integral gain optimization (F-MIGO) algorithm which ensures stability at
large values of delays (jitter margin). For this a test batch of hundred first order plus
delay time (FOPDT) systems is considered and FO-PI tuning rules are used to compute
the proportional gain, integral gain, and non-integer order α of the integrator for each
system. The gain and α values so obtained for each system are then used to compute the
integrated time weighted absolute error (ITAE) performance and jitter margin. Finally,
multi-objective optimization algorithm is applied to optimize these gains and α values for
each system. Jitter margin and ITAE value are calculated at these optimum values as
in work of Eriksson et al. [8, 9]. The new gain parameter values and fractional order for
the set of plants are then generalized to obtain the optimal fractional order proportional
integral (OFOPI) tuning rules. Simulation results show that new OFOPI tuning rules have
larger jitter margin and better performance for lag-dominated systems when compared to
proportional integral derivation (PID) controllers for varying time delays.
In simple words, the main contribution of this work lies in answering this research ques-
tion: “Will a fractional order controller help and do better?” when there are uncertainties
in the time delay due to e.g., jitter in the loop.
Furthermore, experimental results in a NCS platform: Stand-alone Smart Wheel are
reported using the tuning rules developed in this thesis. This involves system identifica-
tion of the plant, implementation of s-function to enable communication and control using
a hardware-in-the-loop, simulations and real-time experiments. The optimization tuning
method performed almost equally well in practice as in simulations.
Also, a novel analytical tuning method for a fractional order integral derivative (FO−
ID/IαDβ) controller is introduced and the results are applied to analyze heat flow in heat
3flow equipment (HFE) module. The performance of new FO-ID controller is compared to
the integer order PI/PID controllers and FO-PI controller. Extensive simulation results
are included to illustrate the simple yet practical nature of the developed new tuning rules.
Besides experiments are also performed for water level control in the coupled tank PP-100
using FO-PI tuning rules.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 reviews the FO-PI tuning rules based on F-MIGO algorithm [10], which will
be used as starting point for obtaining the jitter margin and ITAE values of the FOPDT
systems in this thesis. Furthermore to illustrate the significance of FO-PI controller, we
apply them to the coupled tank fluid level controls. Also, the FO-PI controller is compared
with both Ziegler Nichol’s (ZN) tuned and Modified Ziegler Nichol’s (MZN) tuned conven-
tional integer order PI controllers in terms of load disturbance rejection, changes in plant
dynamics, and setpoint tracking.
Chapter 3 aims at development of OFOPI tuning rules using multi-objective optimiza-
tion. This involves introduction to basic terms like jitter margin, ITAE performance index
and the multi-objective optimization method. A section focuses on optimal tuning of FO-
PI controller followed by another section on approximation of optimized proportional gain
parameter (Kp), integral gain parameter (Ki), and fractional order (α) to get new set of
optimal FO-PI tuning rules that ensures the best jitter margin and ITAE performance.
Simulation results are provided followed by final section which concludes this chapter with
remarks on future research work.
In Chapter 4, experimental results in a NCS platform: Stand-alone Smart Wheel are
reported using the tuning rules developed in this thesis. The chapter focuses on the hardware
and software architecture description of the Smart Wheel system and networked steering
speed control of Smart Wheel using fractional and integer order controller tuning rules at
random delays. This involves system identification of Smart Wheel plant, laboratory setup
for the networked control system design for the steering axis of the Smart Wheel using
hardware-in-the-loop speed control, simulation techniques, real-time experimental results
4and conclusions.
Chapter 5 is devoted to work on temperature control using fractional order controllers.
It introduces a new control scheme for temperature regulation using fractional-order integral
derivative (FO − ID/IαDβ) controller for a more accurate temperature profile tracking
of the spatially distributed heat flow. An actual experimental task is performed using
the heat flow equipment (HFE) from Quanser. This involves in depth description and
derivation of proposed analytical tuning method, real-time control and hardware-in-the-
loop method, detailed descriptions of the HFE platform, system analysis, and design of a
fractional controller based on the analytical tuning approach, an extensive comparison of
existing integer order solutions and fractional order solutions, and some remarks on the
achieved results and ideas for future work.
Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis work on fractional order controllers for processes with
random time delays and also lists the scope for future work in this regards.
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Fractional Order Proportional Integral (FO-PI) Controller
and Coupled Tank Experiments
2.1 Introduction
The past decade has witnessed an increase in research efforts related to fractional
calculus [11, 12] and its applications to control theory. The fractional order controller is
more common in control practice, because the plant model may have already been obtained
as an integer order model in the classical sense. Improving or optimizing performance as
seen in work of Xue et al. [13] is the major concern from an engineering point of view. Thus,
our objective is to apply the fractional order control (FOC) to enhance the integer order
dynamic system control performance. Pioneering works in applying fractional calculus in
dynamic systems and controls and the recent developments can be found in research works
of Manabe, Oustaloup, and Axtell et al. [14–17].
This chapter reviews the fractional order proportional integral (FO-PI) tuning rules
based on fractional Ms constrained integral gain optimization (F-MIGO) algorithm [10],
which will be used as starting point for obtaining the jitter margin (variance in delay)
and integrated time weighted absolute error (ITAE) values of the first order plus delay
time (FOPDT) systems in this thesis. Furthermore to illustrate the significance of the
FO-PI controller, we apply them to the coupled tank fluid level controls. This is a four-
step process consisting of mathematical modeling of the system plant, identification of
system plant parameters, water level controller design, and comparisons in simulink [s/w
mode] and experimental verification in real time [h/w mode]. Also, the FO-PI controller is
compared with both Ziegler Nichol’s (ZN) tuned and Modified Ziegler Nichol’s (MZN) tuned
conventional integer order proportional integral (PI) controllers in terms of load disturbance
6rejection, changes in plant dynamics, and setpoint tracking. Experimental results prove that
the FO-PI is a promising controller in terms of percentage overshoot and system response
in liquid level and flow control.
Section 2.2 explains the basics needed to understand the problem and presents the
tuning methods used. This involves reviewing FO-PI controller tuning methods, the con-
struction and working of KRi control apparatus coupled tank system (CTS) PP−100, and
concepts of real-time control and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL). Intensive case studies of ex-
periments on the coupled tank in different configurations are provided in sec. 2.3. It is
subdivided into three main sections: first order single input single output (SISO), second
order SISO system, and cascade control plant system, respectively. Each subsection involves
a brief description of the system modeling, real-time system identification, controller design,
experiments, and simulations. Section 2.4 summarizes the results of the experimental study
on the coupled tank system.
2.2 Basics
2.2.1 Controller Design and Practical Tuning Rules
Immense work on fractional controllers can be found in literature [11, 13, 18–20]. In
time-domain, if r(t) is the setpoint signal, and u(t) is the control input, and y(t) is the
output, the FO-PI controller is represented by (2.1) as:
u(t) = Kp(r(t)− y(t)) +KiD−αt (r(t)− y(t)), (2.1)
where Dαt (x) is the fractional differointegral operator.
The fractional derivative of order α of function f(t) can be defined as in works of
Bhaskaran et al. [7, 21]:
dα
dtα
f(t) .=
 f
(n)(t) if α = n ∈ N
tn−α−1
Γ(n−α) ∗ f (n)(t) if n− 1 < α < n
, (2.2)
7where ∗ denotes the time convolution between two functions.
In frequency-domain, the FO-PI controller C(s) is expressed as:
C(s) = Kp +
Ki
sα
, (2.3)
where Kp and Ki are the proportional and integral gain values of the fractional controller
and α is the fractional order of the integrator. Furthermore, work of Bhaskaran et al. [21]
explains how to tune the gains Kp, Ki, and the non-integer order α whereas in Bohannan et
al. [7] experimentally validates the tuning rules. The tuning rules developed in Bhaskaran
et al. [21] are restated as:
Kp =
0.2978
K(τ + 0.000307)
, (2.4)
Ki =
Kp(τ2 − 3.402τ + 2.405)
0.8578T
,
α =

0.7, if τ < 0.1
0.9, if 0.1 ≤ τ < 0.4
1.0, if 0.4 ≤ τ < 0.6
1.1, ifτ ≥ 0.6
.
These FO-PI tuning rules are based on the Fractional Ms constrained Integral Gain Opti-
mization (F-MIGO) method and further explanation can be found in Bhaskaran et al. [21]
and Bohannan et al. [7].
2.2.2 The Coupled Tank System (CTS) PP-100
The back and front sides of the coupled tank system PP-100 at Center of Self Organizing
and Intelligent Systems (CSOIS) are shown in fig. 2.1. The coupled tank system (CTS) PP-
100 is a compact bench top instrument made of two water tanks made of perspex placed on
a water reservoir [22–24]. The reservoir has two pulse width modulated (PWM) operated
motor pumps. These pumps use either 0 − 5 V analog voltage or external PWM sources
for their operation. Internal signal conditioning system converts analog to PWM digital
8Fig. 2.1: Front and back sides of the coupled tank system (CTS) pp-100 at CSOIS.
signals. Water flow rates into tanks vary according to change in these pump voltages.
To vary interaction or coupling dynamics between the two tanks, there is a baffle plate
separating the two tanks which can be slided up and down. Two capacitive probes, one in
each tank, measure water-level. Output signals from these probes are conditioned to give
0−5 V DC analog output. A water outlet on the side near the base of each tank, connected
by a flexible tube, returns water to the reservoir. Two potentiometers on the back side of
the CTS are provided for manual operation of the motors.
2.2.3 Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) and Real-time Control
Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of the real-time,hardware-in-the-loop configuration pro-
vided by Quanser. A typical feedback control system is shown in fig. 2.3. It consists of
the plant, sensors, actuators, and a controller. Furthermore, a data acquisition and con-
trol board (DACB) provided by Quanser [25] provides feedback to the digital controller
(computer) from the plant in the appropriate format. The HIL multi-Q4 board shown in
fig. 2.4 has four analog inputs, four voltage outputs, four quadrature encoder inputs, 16
programmable digital input/output (I/O) channels, two counters/timers, and several other
Fig. 2.2: Schematic of the real-time hardware-in-loop.
9Fig. 2.3: Feedback control of the coupled tank system (CTS) PP-100.
Fig. 2.4: Data acquisition control board (DACB) from Quanser.
useful features. Analog sensor signals from the plant are converted to digital mode and then
sent back to the computer by these HIL boards. The next set of control signals, obtained
as a result of user program implementation on data from the sensor, sends digital data to
the DACB, which converts it to an analog signal, sent to the actuators. WinCon imple-
ments this in real-time. WinCon is a real-time Windows2000/XP application that runs in
real-time the C code generated for the control law implemented in MATLAB/Simulink Real
Time workshop. It consists of two basic parts: WinCon Client, the real component of the
software that runs at a period specified by the user, and WinCon Server, that interfaces
with the DACB unit and provides a graphical user interface for the user to record the signals
returned from the sensors.
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2.3 Experimental Study on the Coupled Tank System (CTS) PP-100
There are three subsections, each focusing on a specific coupled tank configuration.
The three configurations of the CTS, which will be considered in following subsections are
as follows:
• Case I - First order SISO CTS,
• Case II - Second order SISO CTS,
• Case III - Cascaded control CTS.
In-depth explanation of how system identification of the CTS is accomplished using fre-
quency response or step response in each subsection. It also explains how the controller is
designed and gain parameters computed using the tuning rules. This is done in real-time
and then compared with simulation results.
2.3.1 Case I: The First Order SISO CTS Configuration
When the baffle plate is lowered completely, the two tanks operate independently as
first order single input single output (SISO) systems.
Mathematical Modeling of the System Plant
The system model for the first order SISO coupled tank system (CTS) is shown in
fig. 2.5 which is similar to model shown in work of Laubwald [26]. Here, the relation
Fig. 2.5: System model for first order SISO coupled tank system (CTS) PP-100.
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between water entering and leaving tank is expressed as:
Qi −Qo = AdH
dt
, (2.5)
where Qi is the rate of water flow in the tank, Qo is the rate of water flow out of the tank,
A is the cross-sectional area of the tank, and H is the height of water in tank. Substituting
the value of Qo in (2.5), we get:
Qi − Ca
√
2gH = A
dH
dt
, (2.6)
where C is the discharge coefficient of the outlet valve, a is the cross-sectional area of
orifice, and g is the gravitational constant equal to 9.8 m/s2. The nonlinear equation above
describes the system behavior of first order SISO coupled tank system.
Identification of the System Plant Parameters
In terms of transfer function, in real-time, the manipulated variable/plant input is
the pump input voltage and the process variable/plant output is the water-level in the
tank [26–28]. The transfer function of first order SISO system is given by (2.7).
G(s) =
K
Ts+ 1
e−Ls (2.7)
System parameters, such as the time constant and the gain, can be found using the step
response or frequency response (bode plot). In the present case we consider frequency
response analysis due to reliability and accuracy of method. Frequency response is the
measure of any system’s spectrum response at the output to a signal of varying frequency
(but constant amplitude) at its input. Different frequencies are considered and gain in
decibels and phase shift in degrees of the respective sinusoidal output is noted at steady
state. The results of the frequency response are shown in fig. 2.6 and summarized in the
form of Table 2.1.
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Fig. 2.6: Frequency response of the first order SISO CTS.
System parameters are computed from the frequency response data as:
K = 10
M(ωmin)
20 = 10
7.224
20 = 2.2972, (2.8)
T =
1
ω(−45) =
1
0.024
= 41.667sec, (2.9)
L = 1.75sec, (2.10)
where
• K is the DC gain of the plant system,
• M(ωmin) is the gain at minimum frequency,
• T is the time constant,
• ω(−45) is the frequency when the phase plot is −45o,
Table 2.1: Frequency response of the first order SISO CTS.
Frequency Magnitude Angle
(rad/sec) (decibels) (degrees)
0.001 7.224 -0
0.005 6.7408 -8
0.024 6.4208 -45
0.07 1.8852 -80
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• L is the time lag of the plant system.
Substituting values of K, T , and L obtained experimentally as described above in the
transfer function of first order system, we identify our first order SISO CTS as:
G =
2.2972
41.667s+ 1
e−1.75s. (2.11)
Water-Level Controller Design and Comparison in Simulink [S/W Mode]
The next step in level control are controller design and tuning. Table 2.2 shows the
gain parameters for different controllers that control water-level and fluid flow for single
order SISO configuration. The three controller tuning methods compared are FO-PI/F-
MIGO, PI/ZN and PI/MZN. The simulation block diagram of water-level control in the
first order CTS is shown in fig. 2.7. In fig. 2.8 is shown the result of a simulation of different
controllers performing water-level control in tank system.
Table 2.2: Controller gain parameters for water-level control in first order SISO CTS.
Kp Ti α
PI-ZN 6.6245 5.5071
PI-MZN 1.4641 6.9443
FOPI-FMIGO 3.1919 15.7488 0.7
Fig. 2.7: Simulink block diagram of water-level control in the first order SISO CTS config-
uration.
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Fig. 2.8: Simulated control of water-level in first order SISO configuration.
As can be seen from the simulation results, PI/ZN accounts for the largest amount
of overshoot, but has a fast response. PI/MZN has a relatively less percentage overshoot
whereas the new controller, i.e., the FO-PI/F-MIGO controller, results in a much less
percentage overshoot. Percentage overshoot is defined as the maximum fraction by which
the response overshoots the steady state value expressed as a percentage. In general, quick
response and small overshoot are desirable in most of the target-tracking control problems.
However, it is well-known that quick response results in a large overshoot. Thus, most of
the design schemes must make a trade-off between these two transient performance indices.
In fact, from the simulation results, it can be said that the FO-PI/F-MIGO controller is a
promising controller in fluid level and flow control in tanks.
Experimental Verification in Real-Time [H/W Mode]
The final step in the design process of any control system is the control experiment.
For control plants like inverted pendulum, CTS, robots, etc., real-time control is required.
Furthermore, as can be seen from fig. 2.9, the controller performances confirm the simulated
results. However, a small deviation from the simulated results can be accounted for due
to uncontrollable real-time environmental disturbances such as dynamics of fluid, modeling
uncertainties, etc.
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Fig. 2.9: Real-time control of water-level in the first order SISO CTS configuration.
2.3.2 Case II: The Second Order SISO CTS Configuration
A second order SISO CTS can be obtained by raising the baffle plate so that water
flows from one tank to another as shown in help manuals on coupled tank system by
KRi [26,27,29]. The aim of this experiment is to design a controller that maintains a fixed
water-level in tank 2 by varying voltage input to the motor of tank 1.
Mathematical Modeling of the System Plant
Figure 2.10 shows the system model for second order SISO coupled tank system. For
Fig. 2.10: System model for the second order SISO CTS configuration.
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a second order SISO system, there are two states, the water-levels in the two tanks, i.e. H1
in the tank 1 and H2 in the tank 2. The control input to the system is the rate of pump
flow to the tank 1, represented as Qi, and the output is the water-level H2 in the tank
2. Additionally, there are two valves for the flow of water. Valve B allows flow of water
between tank 1 and tank 2 and valve C allows fluid out of tank 2. Fluctuation in the rate
of water flow through these two valves account for load disturbances. The rate of change of
water volume in tank 1 is given by (2.12) as:
Qi −Qb = AdH1
dt
, (2.12)
where Qb is the rate of flow of water through valve B and A is cross-sectional area of tank
1. Similarly, the water flow balance equation for tank 2 is given by:
Qb −Qc = AdH2
dt
, (2.13)
where Qc is flow of water out of tank 2 through valve C. Assuming orifices to be ideal, the
nonlinearities are computed by square law and substituted in (2.12) and (2.13) to give the
following equations:
Qi − Cbab
√
2g(H1 −H2) = AdH1
dt
, (2.14)
Cbab
√
2g(H1 −H2)− Ccac
√
2gH2 = A
dH1
dt
.
These nonlinear equations describe the system behavior of second order SISO CTS and can
be linearized further to obtain state equation of the CTS.
System Plant Parameters Identification
The transfer function for second order CTS is given by (2.15) as:
G =
Kω2n
s2 + 2ζωn + ω2n
=
K
τ2s2 + 2ζτs+ 1
, (2.15)
where
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• K is the process gain of the system plant,
• ζ is the damping ratio and is defined as degree of oscillation in the process response
after a perturbation,
• ωn is the natural frequency of the system and is the inverse of time constant τ which
determines the speed of response of the system.
Frequency response analysis is done by feeding sinusoidal signals at different frequencies to
the second order coupled tank configuration and recording output at steady state. Different
frequencies are considered and gain in decibels and phase shift in degrees of the respective
sinusoidal output is noted at steady state. This is shown in fig. 2.11 and results are listed
in Table 2.3.
Fig. 2.11: Frequency response of the second order SISO CTS configuration.
Table 2.3: Frequency response of the second order SISO CTS configuration.
Frequency Magnitude Angle
(rad/sec) (decibels) (degrees)
0.01 6.3 -23.8
0.02 5.3 -48
0.04 1.93 -90
0.05 -0.283 -108
0.1 -10.5 -143
0.8 -30.0063 -180
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Second order plant parameters are obtained as:
K = 10
M(ωmin)
20 = 10
6.3
20 = 2.06, (2.16)
T =
1
ω(−90) = T =
1
0.04
, (2.17)
ζ =
K
2 ∗ 10M(−90)20
=
2.06
2 ∗ 10 1.9320
= 0.824, (2.18)
where
• K is the DC Gain of a system,
• M(ωmin) is the gain at minimum frequency,
• T is the reciprocal of the natural frequency ωn,
• ω(−90) is the frequency at which phase shift is −90o,
• ζ is the damping ratio,
• M(−90) is magnitude of the bode plot when the phase is −90o.
Since the value of ζ < 1, it is an underdamped system. Substituting values of K, ωn and
ζ obtained experimentally as described above in the transfer function of the second order
system. The second order SISO CTS is identified as:
G =
2.06 ∗ 0.042
s2 + 2 ∗ 0.824 ∗ 0.04 + 0.042 . (2.19)
Since a first order plant system is required for computing ZN, MZN and F-MIGO tuning
parameters, a MATLAB file called “getfod.m” is used to approximate a second order system
by first order plant system. The approximated first order SISO system obtained is given by
(2.20) as:
G =
2.06
21.1528s+ 1
e−20.0472s. (2.20)
To further justify how approximate is this new first order transfer function, the step re-
sponses of the second order coupled tank and the approximated first order system obtained
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by “getfod.m” file are plotted as shown in fig. 2.12. The approximated system has larger
delay as compared to the actual system. This will be further noticed in real-time second
order experiments.
Water-Level Controller Design and Comparison in Simulink [s/w mode]
Based on approximated first order transfer function (2.20) for the second order system,
Table 2.4 shows the gain parameters for different controllers that control water-level and
fluid flow for the second order SISO CTS configuration. The simulink block diagram for
water-level control in the second order CTS is shown in fig. 2.13. Figure 2.14 shows the
result of a simulation of different controllers performing water-level control in the tank
system.
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Fig. 2.12: Comparison of the actual second order CTS and the approximated first order
CTS configuration.
Table 2.4: Controller tuning parameters for the second order SISO CTS configuration.
Kp Ti α
PI-ZN 0.4556 50.0966
PI-MZN 0.4692 63.171
FOPI-FMIGO 0.2969 18.3949 1
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Fig. 2.13: Simulink block diagram of water-level control in the second order SISO CTS
configuration.
Fig. 2.14: Simulated control of water-level in the second order SISO CTS configuration.
As can be seen from the simulation results, PI/ZN accounts for relatively less over-
shoot as compared to the fractional controller, but this is on the account of slow system
performance. PI/MZN has minimum overshoot and slowest response among the three con-
troller designs. Thus, we see there is a trade off between percentage overshoot and system
response.
Experimental Verification in Real-time [H/W Mode]
To validate the simulation results for water-level controller design for the second order
system, real-time control system is a must. This section focuses on reproduction of simula-
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tion results in real-time. As can be seen from fig. 2.15, the controller performances confirm
the simulated results. However, a small deviation from the simulated results does exist due
to uncontrollable real-time environmental disturbances such as dynamics of fluid, modeling
uncertainties, etc.
2.3.3 Case III: The Cascaded Control CTS Configuration
The baffle plate is raised so that water flows from one tank to another and dynamic
coupling takes place between the two tanks. This type of control system has two cascaded
controllers namely primary and secondary controllers as shown in help manuals on coupled
tank system [26,27].
Mathematical Modeling of the System Plant
For the cascade control coupled tank configuration, the controlled variable is water
flow to tank 1. The master controller decides the setpoint of the slave controller, while the
slave controller attempts to track the setpoint. The master controller uses the water-level
in tank 2 as the process variable by varying water-levels in tank 1. Suitable baffle opening
between the two tanks, introduces significant time separation between the two controllers
which minimizes the effect of disturbance in the water-level of tank 1 to the water-level of
tank 2. The system model for cascaded control coupled tank is shown in fig. 2.16.
Fig. 2.15: Real-time control of water-level in the second order SISO CTS configuration.
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Fig. 2.16: System model for the cascade control CTS configuration.
Identification of System Plant Parameters
Both cascaded plants are configured as first order transfer function; namely, primary
and secondary plants having transfer function in general form as:
G =
K
Ts+ 1
e−Ls, (2.21)
where K is the gain of the system, T is the time constant, and L is the delay of the
system. One can use either frequency response analysis or step response analysis to identify
transfer function. Instead of using frequency response twice for each plant (which is time
consuming), one can use step response, in which step input is applied to the plant and the
response recorded. This is performed in real-time. The step response for the two tanks so
obtained are plotted as shown in fig. 2.17.
This system appears to be a first order system, because the response does not oscillate
Fig. 2.17: Open-loop step response of two cascaded tanks.
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and has a nonzero slope when t = 0. For this reason we will model this system as a first
order system. The DC gain is the ratio of the steady state step response to the magnitude
of a step input. From fig. 2.17, we have:
K1 =
3.14
2
= 1.57, (2.22)
K2 =
2.06
2
= 1.03.
Time constant T is the time when output reaches 63% of the final steady state value,
which is 35 seconds for tank 1 (secondary controller) and 25 seconds for tank 2 (primary
controller).
Delay L is the time after which the system responds, once the input is provided. This is
2 seconds for each tank. In summary, the tank systems have the following transfer function:
G1 =
1.57
35s+ 1
e−2s, G2 =
1.03
25s+ 1
e−2s. (2.23)
Water-Level Controller Design and Comparison in Simulink [S/W Mode]
The next step is controller design and controller tuning. Here, the secondary controller
which controls the water-level in tank 1 is a proportional controller, having proportional
parameter K∗p equal to half of gain margin of tank 1 which is equal to 8.9595. Furthermore,
the primary controller controls the cascaded plant given by:
G3 = (
K∗pG1
1 +K∗pG1
)G2 =
14.49
875s2 + 411.7s+ 15.07
. (2.24)
Again this is a second order transfer function, which is approximated to first order transfer
function by the “getfod.m” file giving first order transfer function for the above cascaded
arrangement as:
G4 =
0.9616
25.1077s+ 1
e−2.2153s. (2.25)
Justification is made by making a comparison between actual and approximated plant as
shown in fig. 2.18. Also, a delay of 4 seconds is added to this, accounting for an original
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Fig. 2.18: Comparison of the actual cascaded CTS and the approximated first order CTS.
delay of 2 seconds in each tank. Thus, the final plant to be controlled by primary controller
is given by (2.26) as:
G4 =
0.9616
25.1077s+ 1
e−6.2153s. (2.26)
Based on the first order transfer function obtained in (2.26), Table. 2.5 shows the gain
parameters for different controllers for controlling water-level and fluid flow for cascade
control configuration. Figure 2.19 shows the simulink block diagram of water-level control
in the cascade CTS configuration. Figure 2.20 shows the result of a simulation of different
controllers performing water-level control in the tank system. As can be seen from the
simulation results, PI/ZN accounts for the largest amount of overshoot, but has a quick
response. PI/MZN has a relatively less percentage overshoot whereas the new controller, i.e.,
the FO-PI/F-MIGO controller, results in a much smaller percentage overshoot. Percentage
Table 2.5: PI controller gain parameters for cascade control configuration.
Kp Ti α
PI-ZN 2.911 18.224
PI-MZN 3.4465 6.1765
FOPI-FMIGO 1.5583 12.1726 0.9
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Fig. 2.19: Simulink block diagram of water-level control in the cascaded control configura-
tion.
Fig. 2.20: Simulated control of water-level in the cascaded control configuration.
overshoot is defined as the maximum fraction by which the response overshoots the steady
state value expressed as a percentage. In general, quick response and small overshoot are
desirable in most of the target tracking control problems. However, it is well known that
quick response results in a large overshoot. Thus, most of the design schemes have to make
a trade-off between these two transient performance indices. In fact, it can be said from
the simulation results, that the FO-PI/F-MIGO controller is a promising controller in fluid
level and flow control in tanks.
Experimental Verification in Real-time [H/W Mode]
The final step in the design process of any control system is the control experiment.
As can be seen, a PID block shows the controller (FOPI controller block is shown in case
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2). Further as seen in fig. 2.21, the controller performances confirm the simulated results,
although a small deviation from the simulated results can be accounted for due to uncontrol-
lable real-time environmental disturbances such as fluid dynamics, modeling uncertainties,
etc.
2.4 Conclusion
An intensive study of experimental work on water-level and fluid control in coupled
tank PP-100 in three different configurations is provided. A comparison between different
PI controller tuning methods has been made for each tank configuration. This is a four-step
procedure comprising of system plant modeling, identification, validation, simulation, and
real-time control experiments. For each case simulation results confirm real-time control
results though disturbances due to water dynamics, modeling uncertainties, nonlinearities
in the system, etc., are still responsible for differences between the two. Furthermore, it
is observed that FO-PI(F-MIGO) is a promising controller in process industries and can
perform even better when compared with integer order PI controllers.
Fig. 2.21: Real-time control of water-level in the cascaded control configuration.
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Chapter 3
Optimal Fractional Order Proportional and Integral
(OFOPI) Tuning Rules for Varying Time-delay Systems
3.1 Introduction
Time-delays may cause poor performance, controller complexity, and even instability
of system in many chemical, biological, mechanical, and transportation processes. Thesis
works of Marti and Cervin [1, 2] provide extensive simulation results on how the jitter
(variance in delay) in the loop can degrade system performance and lead to instability of
system. Ensuring the stability of systems with varying time-delays has always been an
interesting area of research for control engineers like Wu et al., Phat et al., and Kao et al.
[3–5]. This chapter introduces a novel jitter-robust controller design by optimizing the gain
parameters of fractional order proportional integral (FO-PI) controller based on fractional
Ms constrained integral gain optimization (F-MIGO) algorithm [6–9]. This controller design
is useful in finding the maximum value of jitter at which the system remains stable. The
integral of time weighted absolute error (ITAE) performance of the proposed controller is
better than the best integer order proportional integral derivative (PID) controller for lag
dominated systems.
For this, a set of hundred first order plus delay time (FOPDT) systems is considered
and FO-PI tuning rules are used to compute the proportional gain, integral gain, and non-
integer order α of the integrator for each system. The proportional gain (Kp), integral gain
(Ki) and fractional order (α) values so obtained for each system are then used to compute
the ITAE performance and jitter margin. Finally, multi-objective optimization algorithm
is applied to optimize these gains and α values for each system. Jitter margin and ITAE
value are calculated at these optimum values as in works of Eriksson et al. [8, 9].
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The main contribution of this work lies in answering this important research question:
“Will a fractional order controller help and do better?” when there are uncertainties in the
time delay due to e.g., jitter in the loop.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 briefly defines the jitter margin, ITAE
performance index, and the multi-objective optimization method. Section 3.3 focuses on
optimal tuning of FO-PI controller followed by sec. 3.4 which aims at approximation of
optimized gain parameters Kp, Ki, and α to get new set of optimal FO-PI tuning rules
that ensures the best jitter margin and ITAE performance. Finally, sec. 3.5 concludes this
chapter with remarks on future research work.
3.2 Preliminaries
This work is established on design of optimum FO-PI controller to control a class of
systems which can be approximated by FOPDT model, also called gain delay time-constant
(KLT) model.
3.2.1 Multi-objective Optimization Problem
Multi-objective optimization method is applied which simultaneously minimizes n ob-
jective functions O(x) which are functions of decision variables x bounded by some nonlinear
equality and inequality constraints. This is expressed mathematically as:
min
x
O(x), (3.1)
subjected to the following equality and inequality constraints:
σ =
 ci(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · , n1,ceqi(x) = 0, i = 1, · · · , n2, , (3.2)
where O(x) = [O1, O2, · · · , On]T and x = [x1, x2, · · · , xk]T .
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3.2.2 Optimization Criteria
This work is based on optimization of two important controller performance indices,
namely, jitter margin and ITAE, which are briefly explained in this section.
Jitter Margin
Let G(s) be an first order plus delay time (FOPDT) plant system as shown in (2.1)
and C(s) be the FO-PI controller given by (2.3). Let ∆(t) be the time-varying delay of the
system as shown in fig. 3.1.
The jitter margin is defined as the maximum delay that a closed-loop system can have
while still maintaining its stability and performance. Furthermore, the condition of stability
for continuous-time varying delay systems can be verified by (3.3). This work takes into
account the form of equation given in Eriksson et al. [8,9] for finding the stability condition
for single input single output (SISO) continuous systems, though information provided in
thesis work of Marti [1] is also quite useful in regard to jitter margin.
| G(jω)C(jω)
1 +G(jω)C(jω)
| < 1
δmaxω
(3.3)
For the purpose of proving the above condition of stability, consider the transformed system
shown in fig. 3.2 which is same as system represented by fig. 3.1 as shown in work of Kao
and Lincoln [30], where signals m(t) and n(t) are marked between two dashed blocks ∆F
and Gnm.
Following Kao et al. [30], let us denote the operator ∆ as
∆m(t) = m(t− δ(t)) s.t. 0 ≤ δ(t) ≤ δmax, (3.4)
Fig. 3.1: Block diagram of closed-loop system with delay.
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Fig. 3.2: Block diagram of the equivalently transformed system.
and obviously, via the operator ∆F of the left dashed box in fig. 3.1,
n(t) = ∆Fm(t) = (∆− 1)1
s
. (3.5)
Then, y(t), the output signal of the plant G(s), can be expressed as:
y(t) =
∫ t
0
m(ν)dν. (3.6)
Therefore, ∆F can be expressed as:
n(t) = ∆Fm(t) = y(t− δ(t))− y(t) =
∫ t
t−δ(t)
m(ν)dν. (3.7)
Thus,
∆Fm(t)2 ≤ δ(t)
∫ t
0
m(ν)2dν ≤ δmax
∫ t
0
m(ν)2dν. (3.8)
Now, the L2 norm of n(t) is bounded as:
‖ ∆F ‖2L2≤
∫ ∞
0
δmax(
∫ t
t−δ(t)
m(ν)dν)dt (3.9)
= δmax
∫ ∞
0
∫ 0
−δmax
m(t+ s)2dsdt
= δmax
∫ 0
−δmax
∫ ∞
0
m(t)2dtds
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= δmax ‖ m(t) ‖2L2
∫ 0
−δmax
ds = δ2max ‖ m(t) ‖2L2 .
Thus, the L2 gain of operator ∆F is bounded by δmax. The stability criterion in (3.3) is
from the small gain theorem applied to transformed system block diagram. Thus, one can
conclude that the transformed system is stable if L2 induced norm of linear part of system
from n to m is bounded by 1/δmax, i.e,
‖ Gnm ‖L2= sup
ω²[0,∞]
| G(jω)C(jω)
1 +G(jω)C(jω)
| < 1
δmaxω
. (3.10)
This work deploys above stability condition for computing jitter margin of KLT systems.
The Integrated Time-weighted Absolute Error (ITAE) Criterion
ITAE stands for integral of time weighted absolute error, that is,
ITAE =
∫ ∞
0
t|e(t)|dt. (3.11)
Optimum ITAE is used as a deciding factor in design and tuning of controllers by many
researchers, mainly Caceres et al. [31] and Shrivastava [32]. Note that lower ITAE value
implies better performance of the system.
3.3 Test Bench Simulation and Optimization
The objective of this study is to design an optimum FO-PI controller such that the jitter
margin and system performance are maximized and yet the closed-loop feedback system is
stable. For our numerical simulation and optimization studies, a set of 100 first order plus
delay time (FOPDT) systems are used with 10 delay values L = [1, 2, · · · , 10]T and 10 time-
constant values T = [1, 2, · · · , 10]T and K = 1. These values are substituted in equation
of first order plus time delay systems as in (2.1) to get 100 different systems. Further two
objective functions are targeted as:
O1(x) = ITAE =
∫ ∞
0
t|e(t)|dt, (3.12)
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and
O2(x) =
1
δmax
.
Note that, here δmax can be computed from (3.3) as:
δmax = min
ω
²[0,∞]|1 +G(jω)C(jω)
jωG(jω)C(jω)
|. (3.13)
Hence, the multi-objective optimization problem takes the following form:
min
x=[Kp,Ki,α]
O(x), (3.14)
where O(x) = [O1, O2] subject to the following equality and inequality constraints,
σ :
 |C0 +G(jω)C(jω)|
2 ≥ R20, i = 1, · · · , n1
∂|C0+G(jω)C(jω)|2
∂ω = 0, i = 1, · · · , n2,
(3.15)
where the objective function O1(x) is the ITAE criterion and O2(x) is the inverse of jitter
margin. These values should be minimized while still ensuring robust stability of the system.
The set of constraint equations defined by σ ensures the robustness and stability. The
inequality constraint |C0+G(jω)C(jω)|2 is the sensitivity constraint which is also a function
of Kp, Ki, α and ω and must be greater than R20. Here, C0 and R0 are the center and radius
of the circle which encloses both the Ms and Mp circles described by (3.17):
C0 =
Ms −MsMp − 2MsM2p +M2p − 1
2Ms(M2p − 1)
, (3.16)
R0 =
Ms +Mp − 1
2Ms(M2p − 1)
, (3.17)
where Ms and Mp are the maximum absolute values of sensitivity and complementary
sensitivity functions, respectively. Furthermore, as remarked in works of Bohannan et al.
and Eriksson et al. [7–9], |1 + G(jω)C(jω)|2 = 0 is the stability region of the sensitivity
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constraint and satisfies the boundary condition at critical point or the point at which C0 = 1
and R0 = 0. In our implementation, a MATLAB command fgoalattain is used to get
optimized values of x by multi-objective goal attainment. fgoalattain command finds the
minimum of a multi-objective optimization problem by minimizing γ such that O(x)−Wγ ≤
Ogoal, where x are the optimized gain parameter values, W is the weight (generally equal
to absolute value of goal function), and Ogoal is the target values of the objective functions.
In our case, goal and weight values are given by :
Ogoal =
[
JFMIGO
1
T+L
]
, (3.18)
W =
[
JFMIGO
2T
T+L
]
,
where JFMIGO is the ITAE cost criterion value if F-MIGO tuning rules are used and since
(T + L) gives relatively large jitter margin for both delay dominated and lag dominated
systems, it is chosen as goal for jitter margin. For systems with T > L, setting goal equal
to weight results in poor performance because of trade-off between the objectives. To avoid
this situation, weight is different from goal. Optimization is run for many iterations until
minimum values of Ox are obtained. The final value of x which is the result of fgoalattain
command is the optimized gain parameters and α value. At these values, the system has
maximum jitter margin and good performance ensuring robustness and stability.
Furthermore, extensive simulations were performed to investigate the behavior of frac-
tional order proportional integral controller after optimization. A plot of jitter margin as a
function of τ , before and after optimization, of FO-PI controller is shown in fig. 3.3. The
jitter margin of KLT systems after optimization is comparatively larger (up to two fold for
τ ≤ 0.8) than the jitter margin of systems prior to optimization. Similar increase in jitter
margin for delay dominated systems (τ > 0.6) is accompanied with very slight decrease
in performance. This is in contrast to lag-dominated systems that show an increase in
the jitter margin without adversely affecting the system performance, as shown in fig. 3.4.
Nonetheless, the jitter margin is improved in all the cases studied above. Thus, it could be
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Fig. 3.3: Improvement of jitter margin of KLT systems after optimization of FO-PI con-
troller.
Fig. 3.4: Performance of KLT systems before and after optimization of FOPI controller.
inferred that the optimal F-MIGO tuning is a better option over simple F-MIGO tuning in
increasing the jitter margin of closed-loop systems controlled by fractional order controllers.
3.4 Optimal FO-PI Tuning and Verification
This section describes the methods used for derivation of optimal FO-PI tuning rules.
The optimized gain parameters and α obtained as result of fgoalattain command in
previous section were plotted in MATLAB and analyzed carefully to find any hidden pattern
or there dependence on the delays L and the time-constants T of the systems. For example,
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it was found that the optimal proportional gain parameter Kop increases with increasing T
and decreases with increasing L. Whereas, optimal integral gain parameter Koi shows a
decrease with increasing values of T and L, though this decrease is more profound for small
values of L and becomes almost constant for large values of L. Furthermore, it should be
noted here that the integral gain parameters so obtained from multi-objective optimization
method ensure the stability of the systems, but do not result in true jitter margin when
tested in Simulink. Thus, to tighten the constraint, the optimized Ki values were increased
by some integer factor which was determined by simulation results. The optimal fractional
order αo of the integrator was a function of the relative dead time τ and delay L of the
system. These optimal tuning rules are expressed mathematically as:
Kop =
0.2T
L
+ 0.16, (3.19)
Koi =
0.25
TL
+
0.19833
L
+ 0.09, (3.20)
αo = τ − 0.04L+ 1.2399. (3.21)
To verify the tuning rules obtained above, three different types of systems are considered
and step response plotted as shown in figs. 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7. These are a lag dominated
system with τ = 0.2 (K = 1, L = 2, T = 8), an intermediate delayed system with τ = 0.5
Fig. 3.5: Step response of lag dominated system (K = 1, L = 2, T = 8) at different delays.
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Fig. 3.6: Step response of an intermediate system (K = 1, L = 8, T = 8) at different delays.
Fig. 3.7: Step response of delay dominated system (K = 1, L = 8, T = 2) at different delays.
(K = 1, L = 8, T = 8) and a delay dominated system with τ = 0.8 (K = 1, L = 8, T = 2).
The optimal gain parameters Kop , K
o
i , and α
o are computed using (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21),
respectively. These are then used to compute the jitter margins using stability criteria in
(3.3).
It can be observed that for all the three cases considered, systems are stable at jitter
margin (shown by JM in the figures) and become unstable if the jitter margin is increased
by just 20 per cent. Several other systems were simulated to see the validity of the tuning
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rules and it was found that tuning rules are quite accurate.
3.5 Comparison between OFOPI and OPID Controllers
In addition to designing of an optimal FO-PI (OFOPI) controller and developing op-
timal FO-PI tuning rules, we also compare the OFOPI controller and the optimal PID
controller (OPID) studied in Eriksson et al. [8,9] and further stated briefly in Appendix A.
Briefly summarizing, the OPID controller is represented in time-domain as:
u(t) = k(pyr(t)− yf (t)) + ki
∫ t
0
(yr(τ)− yf (τ))dτ
+kd(q
dyr(t)
dt
− dyf (t)
dt
), (3.22)
where k, ki, and kd are the gain parameters of the controller given by AMIGO tuning rules,
p and q are the setpoint weights and yf is the filtered process variable. The output is
considered to pass through a low-pass filter having a transfer function Gf (s) given as:
Gf (s) =
1
(Tfs+ 1)2
. (3.23)
The other controller parameters are defined mathematically as:
p =
 0, if τ ≤ 0.5,1, if τ > 0.5; (3.24)
q = 0;
Tf =

0.05
ωgc
, if τ ≤ 0.2,
0.1L, if τ > 0.2;
where ωgc is the cut off frequency of the filter. Further, the tuning rules proposed in Eriksson
et al. [8, 9] on PID controller were as:
k =
0.4T − 0.04
KpL
+
0.16
Kp
, (3.25)
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ki = 0.01
(−0.11T 3 + 1.5T 2 − 1.5
KpL2
+
0.35T 2 + 4T + 50
KpL
)
, (3.26)
kd = 0.01
(0.4T 2 + 11T
Kp
)
. (3.27)
Jitter margins and ITAE indices were calculated for the test batch of hundred KLT
systems by using these optimal AMIGO tuning rules (OPID controller) and optimal F-
MIGO tuning rules (OFOPI controller). These are shown in fig. 3.8 and fig. 3.9, respectively.
Fig. 3.8: Jitter margin of KLT systems controlled by OPID and OFOPI controllers.
Fig. 3.9: Performance of KLT systems controlled by OPID and OFOPI controllers
.
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It should be noted that the OPID controller proposed in Eriksson et al. [8, 9] uses a low-
pass filter which enhances the performance of the controlled system, whereas the OFOPI
controller designed in this work uses no filter for process output.
Thorough investigation of these figures reveals that OFOPI is a better controller than
OPID for systems with τ < 0.5. These systems have larger jitter margin and lower ITAE
values than that obtained by OPID controller. This is in contrast to OPID controller which
have a better performance for systems with τ > 0.5.
3.6 Conclusion and Future Work
A detailed explanation of design of a robust-jitter controller called optimum fractional
proportional integral controller was provided. A set of hundred KLT system was simulated
and compared to prove the efficiency of controller in providing higher jitter margin when
compared to simple FO-PI controller and PID controller (for τ < 0.5). Finally, tuning
rules were given to determine the gain parameters and α of OFOPI controller. This kind
of controller could prove to be a better option than OPID controller for systems with small
value of τ and when large jitter margin and better controller performance are desirable.
Present work considers a special case when δ(t) = δmax, for all values of t. This is
shown in figs. 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 by simulating three different systems when δ(t) 6= δmax
Fig. 3.10: Step response of lag dominated system (K = 1, L = 2, T = 8) at different delays.
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Fig. 3.11: Step response of an intermediate system (K = 1, L = 8, T = 8) at different
delays.
Fig. 3.12: Step response of delay dominated system (K = 1, L = 8, T = 2) at different
delays.
and δ(t) is uniformly distributed in a a given range. In other words, ‖ ∆F ‖L2= δmax. For
such a case, the tuning rules give the gain parameters of the OFOPI controller at which the
jitter margin is maximized for the system. In other cases when δ(t) 6= δmax, these tuning
rules no longer hold.
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Future research work will include design of OFOPI tuning rules for systems when
δ(t) 6= δmax. We also plan to investigate several other sets of 100 KLT test batches for
validation purpose and engineering an embedded and telepresence control of a three-axis
T2 Stand-alone Smart wheel control at CSOIS using the OFOPI controller/tuning rules.
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Chapter 4
Networked Control of Smart Wheel using OFOPI Tuning
Rules
4.1 Introduction
As stated in works of Pohjola [33] and Katayama et al. [34], the traditional local control
loop is expected to expand to tomorrow’s control over large communication network with
variable delay times. Random delay has serious impacts on networked control systems
(NCS) such as the deterioration of the performance, instability, etc. In this chapter, real
random delays are incorporated in our NCS testbed in pinging different remote sites for
both hardware-in-the-loop simulation and actual experiments. Furthermore, experimental
results in a NCS platform: Stand-alone Smart Wheel are reported using the tuning rules
developed in this thesis. The optimization tuning method performed almost equally well in
practice as in simulations. The thesis also shows that the tuning rule development procedure
for optimal fractional order proportional integral (OFOPI) is not only valid for first order
plus delay time (FOPDT) systems but also applicable for other general class of plants.
Center of Self Organizing and Intelligent Systems (CSOIS) at Utah State University
has a prototype enhanced Smart Wheel mounted on a stand as shown in fig. 4.1. The Smart
Wheel is a self-contained wheel module equipped with a steering motor, a drive motor, and
an innovative slip ring, which allows data and power to pass from the chassis to the wheel
without a wired connection. The slip ring allows infinite rotation in the steering degree of
freedom. When multiple smart wheels are attached to a chassis, the resulting vehicle is called
an Omni-directional Vehicle (ODV). This vehicle is capable of driving along a path with
independent rotation and motion in the X-Y plane, unlike traditional Ackerman-steered
vehicles (automobiles) or a tracked vehicle that uses skid-steering (tanks and forklifts).
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Fig. 4.1: Stand-alone enhanced Smart Wheel assembly at CSOIS.
The chapter is divided into six sections. Section 4.2 describes the hardware architecture
of the Smart Wheel system. Section 4.3 briefly introduces the software architecture. Section
4.4 describes the networked steering speed control of Smart Wheel using fractional and
integer order controller tuning rules at random delays. This is divided into sections on
system identification of Smart Wheel plant, laboratory setup for the networked control
system design for the steering axis of the Smart Wheel using hardware-in-the-loop speed
control, simulation techniques, and real-time experimental results. Section 4.5 summarizes
the results and provides concluding remarks.
4.2 Hardware Description
The Smart Wheel at CSOIS is equipped with steering and drive motors, a linear actua-
tor for z-axis movement, drive circuitry for the motors and actuator, encoders for drive and
steering feedback, a controller board, and a power distribution unit. The steering motor,
drive motor, and linear actuator control the steering axis, drive axis, and z-axis of the Smart
Wheel, respectively.
4.2.1 Mechanical Hardware Architecture
The mechanical hardware architecture of the Smart Wheel is depicted in fig. 4.2. There
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Fig. 4.2: The mechanical hardware architecture of Smart Wheel demonstrator.
is a steering suspension made of spring-over-damper, linear type. It supports the entire
steering mechanism and wheel electronic systems. The steering motor is directly coupled to
the steering spindle. The yoke fastens the drive assembly to the steering spindle and also
houses the power and communications cables, which go down to the wheel. A custom slip
ring allows infinite rotation of the wheel about the steering axis. The wheel shell encloses
the entire drive assembly including the drive spindle, motor, failsafe brake, and encoder.
The drive motor is a Kollmorgen model QT-6407 frameless torqued motor and the steering
motor is a MicroMo series GNM 5440 PM DC Motor.
The steering and drive motors are controlled by pulse width modulation (PWM) and
direction signals from their respective motor drivers. The drive motor is attached to a
quadrature encoder that measures the relative motion of the wheel. The steering motor is
coupled to an absolute encoder, which measures the absolute angular position of the wheel.
The linear actuator moves the entire steering column up or down along the linear slide.
The linear potentiometer provides feedback about the z-position of the steering column.
The z-axis control box commands the linear actuator based on the voltage value from the
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and the feedback from the linear potentiometer.
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4.2.2 Wheel-node Electronic Hardware Architecture
Smart Wheel has the wheel node digital interface board which consists of the Tattle-
tale TT8 based controller [35] along with the interfaces for serial communication, motor
drivers, DAC, Model 40 H absolute encoder, CP560 quadrature encoder, circuits for power
supply and regulation, level-shifting, and optical isolation, and the hardware watchdog unit.
Figure 4.3 shows the wheel node electronic hardware architecture. The failsafe brake from
Warner operated by a brake relay prevents the T-2 vehicle from freewheeling in the event
of a system failure. The power distribution unit supplies 5 V to the z-axis control box and
48 V to each of the two motor drivers. It also supplies +12 V, -12 V and +5 V to the wheel
node digital interface board.
4.2.3 NPort DE-311 1-Port Serial Server
The remote operator communicates with the Smart Wheel through the Neteon Net
NPort DE-311 1-Port Serial Server from Moxa Technologies [35], which converts messages
Fig. 4.3: The wheel node electronic hardware architecture.
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from RS232 format into TCP/IP format and vice-versa. The serial server is powered with
a 9 V adapter. A straight-through ethernet cable is used to connect one end of the serial
server to the nearest network hub or switch. The other end is connected to the RS232 main
port of the smart wheel with a straight-through DB 9 serial cable. Figure 4.4 shows the
interfacing details of the serial server with the rest of the system.
4.2.4 DCS-5300 Internet Camera
The DCS-5300 Internet camera from D-Link, as explained in thesis work of Bharat [36]
located near the Smart Wheel assembly directly sends streaming video and audio of the
Smart Wheel motion to the remote operator. It is connected to the nearest network hub or
switch, placed facing the Smart Wheel, and positioned for optimum viewing. It is powered
with a 12 V power adapter. Figure 4.5 shows the camera and its connections. The remote
Fig. 4.4: Interfacing details of the Neteon Net NPort DE-311 1-Port serial server.
Fig. 4.5: The DCS-5300 Internet camera from DLink.
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computer communicates with the serial server using a virtual COM driver.
4.3 Software Description
The wheel node software run on the Aztec C cross-compiler and the Crosscut terminal
emulator. Though the TT8 has good libraries of built-in functions and device drivers, some
of them needs to be re-written for specific purposes. A real-time kernel and scheduler
called uCOS by Jean J. Labrosse was used to schedule and synchronize the wheel node
low-level controller (LLC) tasks. The low-level controllers process commands from the
master node, for the interface to the electronic hardware, and for control of the actuator
systems. Furthermore, they generate odometry and status information for the master node.
A steering control task uses a PID/FO-PI controller for wheel positioning. It outputs a
PWM and direction signal to the steering motor driver and receives feedback from the
absolute encoder. Similarly, a drive control task uses a PID/FO-PI controller for wheel
speed. It outputs a PWM and direction signal to the drive motor driver and receives
feedback from the relative encoder. A common packet structure called standard packet
protocol (SPP) is used for all serial communications between the wheel node and master
node. Packets or data that do not follow the SPP are rejected and do not affect wheel
behavior. Further references can be found in Bharat’s thesis work [36].
Figure 4.6 represents the software architecture of the stand-alone Smart Wheel as-
sembly. It has a hierarchial arrangement of layers namely application layer/user program,
Fig. 4.6: Software architecture of stand-alone Smart Wheel demonstration system.
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arbitration program and calculate setpoint program. Each software layer serves the layer
above it. The lower-most layers interact directly with the physical hardware. The appli-
cation program is any user-made program which serves as an interface between the user
and the Smart Wheel. This is further described in sec. 4.4. The communication channels
between blocks are represented by arrows.
4.3.1 Software Architecture Overview
Software for the stand-alone Smart Wheel demonstration system comprises of:
1. Embedded software on the TT8 board,
2. Video and audio buffering and streaming software on the Internet cameras web server,
3. Embedded software to perform Ethernet-serial conversion in the serial server,
4. Virtual COM driver that allows communication between the remote computer and
the serial server,
5. MATLAB/Simulink application program implementing the communication and con-
troller design.
The embedded software on the TT8 board performs a number of functions like:
• Poll the serial port for set-points from the remote operator,
• Send appropriate handshaking signals to the remote operator through the serial port,
• Provide control signals to the motor drivers for steering and drive motors,
• Provide voltage signals to the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) for z-axis setpoint.
Furthermore, the serial data from the remote operator that enters the TT8 board
through the hardware UART must be converted to the appropriate set-points for the three
wheel axes. The data from the remote computer is in the form of ASCII characters. The
ASCII character set from a (97) to t (116) is mapped linearly into 20 different steering speed
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values in both directions, limited between -0.5 and 0.5. Similarly, the ASCII character set
from G (71) to Z (90) is mapped linearly into 20 different drive speed values in both
directions (between -1.0 and 1.0) and the sequence from 0 (48) to D (68) into 21 different
positions along the z-axis. Appendix B provides the formulae for conversion of serial data
into axes set-points.
4.3.2 Arbitration Mechanism
This subsection explains what will happen when two or more remote operators contend
for control of the Smart Wheel demonstration system. This is further depicted in form of a
flowchart as shown in fig. 4.7. Arbitration has been implemented in the system as per the
following rules:
1. At any given time, the wheel node will be in one of two modes of operation, namely,
the idle mode or the remote mode.
2. When the Smart Wheel is in the idle mode, it waits for any remote operator to begin
controlling it.
Fig. 4.7: Flowchart describing working mechanism in Smart Wheel.
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3. The remote operator requests control of the wheel by issuing a REMOTE REQ char-
acter. Once the wheel node receives this character, it switches to the remote mode
and allows commands from the remote operator to affect the set-points of the three
axes.
4. When the remote operator is idle for 30 seconds, a timeout occurs and the system
slips into the idle mode.
Communication Protocol
The TT8 board on the Smart Wheel communicates asynchronously with the remote
application through the serial server. Data are transferred in the form of ASCII characters.
The remote user requests access to the wheel by transmitting a REMOTE REQ character
to the wheel. Depending on the status of the wheel node, appropriate action is taken.
Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 depict three different scenarios during communication between
the remote computer (Host PC) and the TT8 board via the serial server. Note that the
figures are not to scale. In fig. 4.9, when the wheel is in idle mode, the TT8 responds to
the remote access request with a REMOTE ACCEPT character and then goes into remote
mode. Any further data from the remote operator denote wheel commands, which are
converted into set-points and given to the wheel motor drivers or DAC. At the stop time,
the session ends and sends the REMOTE GIVEUP character, which takes the wheel back
into idle mode and disables the control panel. Figure 4.10 shows the scenario when a
Fig. 4.8: Successful telepresence control session.
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Fig. 4.9: Session termination when idle for 30 seconds.
Fig. 4.10: Session denied due to multiple operators.
second operator attempts to access the Smart Wheel while it is already in remote mode. At
any given time, the serial server can be used by only one host PC. When the application
attempts to open the virtual COM driver to the serial server, an error is generated since
the port was already opened by another operator.
4.4 Smart Wheel Networked Steering Speed Control
Random delays have serious effects in networked control systems, which deteriorate
the performance and may even cause instability of the system. Hence, a controller which
can make the plant stable at large values of delay is always desirable in NCS systems.
Simulation results in Chapter 3 show that optimal fractional order proportional integral
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(OFOPI) controllers have larger jitter margin (maximum value of delay for which system is
stable) for lag-dominated systems as compared to traditional proportional integral derivative
(PID) controllers, whereas integer order PID controllers have larger jitter margin for delay-
dominated systems. In this section, a telepresence controller based on OFOPI tuning rules
is used to obtain the maximum value of delay (jitter margin) at which the system will be
stable. To illustrate this, an extensive experimental study on the real-time Smart Wheel
networked speed control system is performed using hardware-in-the-loop control.
4.4.1 System Identification using Step Response Analysis
The first step is system identification of the the stand-alone Smart Wheel Assembly
at CSOIS. For this a MATLAB code was written to enable communication between the
remote computer and the Smart Wheel. The very first step in communication is to connect
to the port on the Smart Wheel and obtain access to it. This is done by sending the
REMOTE REQ or ASCII character 47 to the Smart Wheel. The Smart Wheel responds
with a REMOTE ACCEPT or ASCII character 33 in its buffer as explained in sec. 4.3.2.
Connection is verified if this character is received. The process of connection is done at
the start of the simulation. A count is maintained and connection is performed only on
the first ever operation. In the event of timeout or no receipt of connection code, the
simulation shuts down. When connected, data is read in from the buffer on the Smart
Wheel. Size of the data available is limited by the size of the buffer, longer data produces
greater computational delay and noise when differentiated to get velocity, hence a proper
data length selection is very important. The Smart Wheel reports data in a particular
format, hence data is parsed to get the value of steering angle (θ) and time (t) from it.
Also an s-function is written which implements the same MATLAB code for commu-
nication (shown in Appendix C). The s-function block properly sizes the θ and t vectors so
they are the same length and are synchronized. At the reach of stop-time, the s-function
block issues a REMOTE REQ command, ASCII character 92, which issues a stop command
and the wheel stops spinning. The steering motor rotates in one direction when it receives
ASCII values 70 to 90 (70 - Stopped, 90 Maximum Speed). It rotates in the opposite di-
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rection when it receives ASCII values 70 to 50 (70 - Stopped, 50 Maximum Speed). The
control input lies in the range of 0 - 20 for either direction of rotation. Figure 4.11 shows
the steering speed of Smart Wheel corresponding to a control input of 19. X-axis is the time
in seconds and Y-axis is the steering speed of Smart Wheel obtained by taking derivative
of θ with respect to t in radians/seconds.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the input issued to the motor over the network
is in the range of (+/-1 to 19), with the signs representing the direction of rotation. Hence,
since the input is not 1 or 5 volts, as is the case in a traditional step response system ID,
the value of K obtained for the motor is low. A hardware-in-the-loop implementation of the
Smart Wheel is done using an s-function block which handles communication between the
plant and the remote computer. The sampling interval for the s-function block in Simulink
is set equal to the time needed to read data from the buffer to attain synchronization.
From the step response, the transfer function for the first order plus delay time (FOPDT)
model of the Smart Wheel is obtained as:
P (s) =
0.1484
0.045s+ 1
e−0.592s. (4.1)
It is found that the Smart Wheel is a delay-dominated system with value of (L >
T ). Also for different locations of remote computers, the delay will vary, and hence our
plant model. This also depends on the amount of traffic on the network at the time of
Fig. 4.11: Step response analysis of Smart Wheel.
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experimentation.
It should be noted that the optimal fractional order proportional integral (OFOPI)
tuning rules derived in Bhambhani et al. [37] were based on a set of FOPDT systems
such that their delay values are L = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]′, values of the time con-
stant are T = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]′ and K = 1, whereas the current plant system,
i.e. Smart Wheel lies out of the range. Efforts were made to simulate another set of
FOPDT systems with time delay and time constant values in the range L = [0.1 · · · 1]′ and
T = [0.1 · · · 1]′. However due to computational limitations and frequency mismatch, this
still remains a difficult task and is one of the major challenges. Similar difficulties were
encountered for PID controller using the approach found in Eriksson and Johansson [38]
for the new set of FOPDT systems, although the range of plants considered in that pa-
per were L = [0.1, 1 · · · 10]′, T = [0.1, 1 · · · 10]′ and Kp = 1. To see how well the existing
OPID/OFOPI tuning rules perform for the Smart Wheel system at different random delays,
real-time experiments were conducted. It was noticed that the tuning rules still hold true
i.e the networked system is still stable for delays less than jitter margin. However, the upper
bound of jitter margin increases by 60 to 70%. This was concluded from simulating several
systems lying in the new range.
δ′′max = 1.6 ∗ δmax, (4.2)
where δ′′max is the jitter margin for new set of FOPDT systems at the same OFOPI/OPID
tuning tuning parameters.
4.4.2 Laboratory Set up and Hardware-in-the-loop Control
This section gives a brief introduction about the implementation of optimal fractional
order proportional integral (OFOPI) control of the steering axis speed of the Smart Wheel
over the network loop.
Figure 4.12 shows a simple implementation of a OFOPI controller with the Smart
Wheel in the loop. The block labeled smartwheel is the actual block which handles the
entire process of communicating remotely with the hardware. Operational details of that
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block are illustrated with help of a flow chart shown in fig. 4.13.
A feedback control loop is used. The current velocity and the error between the setpoint
Fig. 4.12: Laboratory setup and hardware-in-the-loop.
Fig. 4.13: Flowchart describing working of Smart Wheel.
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and the current velocity is obtained next. If the error is zero then the s-function block issues
a REMOTE REQ command, ASCII character 92, which issues a stop command and the
wheel stops spinning. For nonzero error, the controller gives some output. And then the
results are plotted in MATLAB. As seen in fig. 4.12, a saturation block is placed in the
loop which modulates the controller output to acceptable values, this necessitates the use
of an anti-windup feedback block to the integrator which prevents integrator saturation.
The correct values are fed into the s-function block which communicates with the Smart
Wheel and sends appropriate commands. In each cycle, the s-function block reads data,
parses data, calculates error, takes input from controller, sends command to Smart Wheel,
and plots current received data to the screen.
4.4.3 Simulation Illustration
The next step in network control is the computation of controller gain parameters for
the two controllers taken into consideration, i.e. OFOPI and OPID tuning rules. Two
different sets of random time delays are obtained by pinging two different places located
far apart from the Smart Wheel platform. These are Hua Zhong University of Science
and Technology in China and The Australian National University in Australia. The gain
parameters so obtained for different controllers are listed in Table. 4.1.
It should be noted that the jitter margin values for OPID are larger as compared to
OFOPI controller, which is true as the Smart Wheel is a delay dominated system. Based on
Table 4.1: Gain parameters for different controllers.
Kp Ki
α
Kd
JM
Aus PID AMIGO 1.524 0.43189 0.009323 1.8696
OPID 0.8866 4.2004 0.03341 1.5596
FOPI FMIGO 2.1227 4.5671 1.1 0.2168
OFOPI 0.1716 7.524 2.154 0.5550
China PID AMIGO 1.5015 0.38166 0.00952 2.1424
OPID 0.91103 3.684 0.03341 1.7739
FOPI FMIGO 2.1079 3.9876 1.1 0.2186
OFOPI 0.17015 6.5769 2.1561 0.6384
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the above parameters, OFOPI and OPID controllers are used to control the steering speed
of the Smart Wheel for different delays. Figure 4.14 show the simulated result for random
delays obtained by pinging the university in China, whereas fig. 4.15 is for random delays
obtained by pinging the Australian university.
The X-axis is the time in seconds and Y-axis is the speed of the wheel. Also L(t)
denotes the random delay and includes both the network delays and inherent delays due
to computation and other miscellaneous factors, JM represents δmax and JM ′′ represent
δ′′max. It can be said that the OFOPI controller has a faster response as compared to OPID
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Fig. 4.14: Simulated network control of steering speed of Smart Wheel : China.
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Fig. 4.15: Simulated network control of steering speed of Smart Wheel : Australia.
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controller. Also the simulation results are as expected.
4.4.4 Experiment on the Real-time Smart Wheel Speed Control System
The final step in the design process of any control system is the control experiment.
Figure 4.16 show the real-time results for random delays obtained by pinging the university
in China, whereas fig. 4.17 is for random delays obtained by pinging the Australia univer-
sity. Noise due to sensors and actuators are an inherent part of real-time network control
unlike simulation results. Furthermore, oscillations are observed due to delays and physical
phenomenon like suspension movements, frictional changes, and motor-cogging. Also, the
motor velocity has a lower bound due to deadzone.
As can be seen, the OFOPI controller has a faster response as compared to the PID
controller. Also for every case considered, the system becomes more and more unstable as
the delay is increased and finally reaches instability at delay greater than δ′′max. Moreover,
the results obtained in real-time are in confirmation with simulation results obtained in sec.
4.4.3.
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Fig. 4.16: Real-time network control of steering speed of Smart Wheel: China.
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4.5 Conclusion
This chapter has presented an intensive study and experimental work on networked
control of the steering speed of the stand-alone Smart Wheel platform at Center of Self
Organizing and Intelligent Systems (CSOIS), Utah State University. Optimal fractional
order proportional and integral (OFOPI) tuning rules are used to determine the parameters
at which system has maximum delay and yet is stable. An s-function block is used in
Simulink to implement the Smart Wheel (an omnidirectional robot) in the network loop. It
is noticed that since the Smart Wheel is a delay-dominated system, it will result in higher
jitter margin using an optimal proportional integral derivative (OPID) controller. This is
in confirmation with the results obtained in the work of Varsha et al. [37]. However, for
systems with L and T in the range [0.1 · · · 1], the upper bound on jitter margin is increased
manyfold. Also, the OFOPI controller has a faster performance as compared to OPID
controller. Hence, the work presented in this paper justifies that the OFOPI tuning rules
work well in the networked control setting having random delays.
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Chapter 5
Fractional-order Integral and Derivative Controller Design
for Temperature Profile Control
5.1 Introduction
Closed-loop feedback temperature control is considered one of the most challenging
design problems in control engineering. Temperature control arises in many engineering
fields. For example in cryogenic applications [8], the precision spatial temperature control
via spatial heating and spatial temperature sensing is important, and in process indus-
try [39], the most common control task is to achieve the precise temperature profile. There
are basically three types of temperature control tasks: temperature setpoint regulation,
temperature profile tracking, and temperature uniformity control. For temperature set-
point control, single-loop commercial off-the-shelf temperature controllers can usually be
used. Temperature profile tracking is to raise the temperature according to a prescribed
temperature time history, which is required for applications such as precision heat treat-
ment for materials, batch chemical reactors, etc. The temperature uniformity control is to
achieve uniformly spatially distributed temperature profile. The objective of this work is to
design a controller for temperature profile tracking at the spatially distributed places, thus,
to regulate the temperatures at the given sensor locations to ensure the temperatures be
close to the desired values.
For temperature control, usually, on/off control, proportional control, and traditional
proportional integral derivative (PID) controller, have been widely used.1 In this chapter,
as a new control scheme for temperature regulation, we suggest using fractional-order PID
controller for a more accurate temperature profile tracking of the spatially distributed heat
1See “http://www.omega.com/prodinfo/temperaturecontrollers.html”
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flow. An actual experimental task is performed using the heat flow equipment (HFE) of
Quanser.2
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 briefly summarizes role of
integer order PID controller in temperature control and sec. 5.3 lists basic definitions in
fractional order calculus and merits of fractional controller. This is followed by in-depth
description and derivation of proposed analytical tuning method in sec. 5.4. Then, sec. 5.5
introduces the concepts of real-time control and hardware-in-the-loop. Detailed descriptions
of the HFE platform, system analysis, and design of a fractional controller based on the
analytical tuning approach are given. In sec. 5.6, an extensive comparison of existing integer
order solutions and fractional order solutions is made. Finally, sec. 5.7 concludes this chapter
with some remarks on the achieved results and ideas for future work.
5.2 Temperature Control
In temperature control, it is difficult to find the response time constant. Thus, usually,
for the temperature control, on/off control scheme is used so as to regulate the output
temperature within the dead band. However in this case, the output will be oscillatory
around the setpoint, so an accurate temperature profile is not achieved. For a more accurate
temperature regulation, closed-loop feedback control schemes are required. Most popular
control scheme is PID control, because it does not require the plant model and practically
it is easily implementable. In traditional PID control, the proportional term, integral term,
and derivative term have different effects to the heat flow, temperature, and speed. For
the temperature control, it is usually recommended to use full PID control, but with the
accurately tuned control gains.3 For the reliable temperature control, however there are
some basic environmental requirements. For examples, the heater should apply enough
power and the temperature sensors should be spatially distributed in appropriate places.
Tuning the controller means that we select the proportional, integral, and derivative gains
with a particular purpose. In fact, tuning PID gains for the temperature control requires
2See“www.quanser.com”
3See “http://www.w-dhave.inet.co.th/index/”
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some physical interpretation about the system. Thus, it is necessary to understand the
effects of the proportional, integral, and derivative terms to the system. In temperature
control, individual PID gain has the following characteristics.
• Proportional gain: It requires more power proportional to the error between sensor
temperature and the desired trajectory profile. The proportional gain is used for
on/off control. That is, when the output is within the proportional band, the power is
off, but when it is out of the dead band, the power is on. If the temperature is below
setpoint, the output will be on longer; if the temperature is too high, the output will
be off longer.4
• Integral gain: It provides a control signal that is proportional to the accumulated
error. So, this integral term is for slow mode reaction and forces the steady-state
error to zero for a step response. In temperature control, it adjusts the temperature
to setpoint after stabilization.
• Derivative gain: It provides the control force proportional to the rate of change of the
output error. So, this derivative term is for fast mode reaction and yields large signal
with the high-frequency control errors and with the rise or fall of system temperature.
From a literature survey, it is shown that there have been numerous applications of
PID controller or fuzzy/neural network-based PID controller for the temperature control
of various engineering objects. As some examples, Peter Galan showed that a fuzzy logic
for enhancing PID controller is necessary for the satisfactory temperature profile tracking
of injection moulding processes5 and Dihac et al. used PID controller for a rapid ther-
mal processor control [40]. Lin et al. proposed a neural fuzzy inference network for the
temperature control of a water bath system and compared the performance with the PID
control [41]. Juang and Chen proposed TSK-type recurrent neural fuzzy network based
on the direct inverse control configuration, which does not require the priori knowledge of
the plant order [42] and Ramos et al. used PID controller to control the temperature of
4See“http://www.omega.com/prodinfo/temperaturecontrollers.html’
5See“http://www.manufacturing.net/ctl/article/CA408369.html”
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the bath [43]. However, there has been no trial of using fractional-order PID controller for
the temperature control of the spatially distributed system. In the next section, we briefly
summarize fractional-order IαDβ control and its benefits in temperature control.
5.3 Fractional Order IαDβ Control
After Newton and Leibniz discovered calculus in the 17th century, fractional order
calculus has been studied as an alternative calculus in mathematics [7]. As claimed in Chen
et al. [20], fractional order calculus will play an important role in mechatronic and biological
systems.
Fractional order dynamic system and controls are relatively new research areas in
control engineering. From early 90’s, there has been steadily research in these areas as
shown in Oustaloup et al., Raynaud et al., Vinagre et al., Podlubny et al., Ortigeira et
al. [44–51] even though some pioneering works can be traced back to Manabe, Oustaloup
and Axtell et al. [14–17].
Traditional PID control method is a most popular control approach where integrator
and derivative are integer order. Recently, in fractional order calculus community, a trend
of using non-integer integrator or non-integer derivative for the accurate profile tracking
in controlled-output has appeared, which is so-called fractional order PID control. In the
following subsections, we briefly review this fractional order PID control.
5.3.1 Fractional Order Calculus
In this chapter, fractional integral is defined as:
Iαf(t) =
1
Γ(α)
∫ t
0
(t− τ)α−1f(τ)dτ, t > 0, α ∈ R+, (5.1)
and for the fractional derivative, Caputo derivative is used, which is defined as:
Dαf(t) =
dαf(t)
dtα
=
1
Γ(α− n)
∫ t
0
f (n)(τ)
(t− τ)α+1−ndτ,
(n− 1) < α ≤ n, (5.2)
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where Euler’s Gamma function is given as:
Γ(x) =
∫ ∞
0
e−ttx−1dt, x > 0, (5.3)
with the special case when x = n:
Γ(n) = (n− 1)(n− 2) · · · (2)(1) = (n− 1)!.
Now, using the Laplace transformation, we have s−µF (s) = Iαf(t), µ = α, and sλF (s) =
dλf(t)
dtλ
. Then, the fractional PID controller can be written as:
C(s) = Kp +Kis−µ +Kdsλ. (5.4)
If we take µ = λ = 1, then we obtain the classic PID controller; with µ = 0, it is the PD
controller; and if λ = 0, it is the PI controller. Also, we will consider fractional order IαDβ
controller which is an special case of fractional PID controller with Kp = 0.
5.3.2 Merit of Using Fractional Order Controller
As explained in Kostial et al. [52], the idea of using fractional order controllers for
the dynamic system control belongs to Oustaloup et al. [46, 53] and generalized fractional
order proportional integral derivative (PID) controller was proposed by Podlubny [54]. Ad-
vantages of using fractional order PID controller have been introduced in a number of
publications. In Vinagre et al. [55], some observations about fractional order PID control
were given. Particularly, by varying fractional order of integrator (α) from 1 to ∞, it was
shown that there could be a constant increment in the slope of the magnitude curve varying
between −20 db/dec and 0 db/dec and could be a constant delay in the phase response vary-
ing between −pi2 and 0. Similarly, by changing fractional order of derivative (λ) from zero to
1, we can change the amount of phase lead and the slope of magnitude response. Vinagre
et al. provided frequency domain analysis to illustrate the superiority of the fractional or-
der PID controller applied to both the fractional dynamic system and the integer dynamic
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system [56]. In Podlubny et al. [52], it was claimed that fractional order PID controller is
an adequate controller for the fractional order mathematical models and it is less sensitive
to shifts of parameters of a controlled system and to variations of parameters of the con-
troller. Particularly, in work of Podlubny [45], it was illustrated that the fractional order
PID controller is a suitable way for the control of the fractional system. Hwang et al. [57]
proposed the fractional order band-limited compensator, which has the similar response as
the fractional-order PD controller but has the less sensitivity to the high frequency noise.
Leu et al. [58] provided a differential evolution algorithm to search for optimal fractional
order PID parameters to meet the phase margin and the gain margin specifications. Thus,
fractional order controller could be beneficial for temperature control since there are often
variations in parameters in heat flow systems, and most of desired specifications, which
are not readily achieved simultaneously by traditional PID controller, can be ensured by
fractional order closed-loop dynamics.
5.4 Analytical Tuning Method
If the system model is given, it is easy to design a controller to control the system.
However, it is not easy to design an appropriate controller for a system whose transfer
function is time varying and is highly dependent on the environmental change like temper-
ature control. Hence, it is actually quite tough to find a transfer function of the output
temperature change from the power input, because the temperature of the environment is
time-dependent. Furthermore, as shown in work of Petras et al. [59], the transient unit
response of the heat solid system could be fractional order and as noted in Aoki et al. [60]
also, heat transfer coefficients may be fractional or non-integer order. Thus, the use of
fractional order differential model may approximate well the time-dependent behavior of
conductive systems of complex geometries with convective heat transfer. In fact, since ther-
mal loads involve thermal diffusion, a half-order controller represents a better match to the
physics of the plant to be controlled as shown in work of Bohannan [61]. Therefore for
the temperature control, it may not a good idea to design a controller with a fixed integer
model, and since the response of the temperature output from the power input could be
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fractional, the traditional integer-order controller may not provide an accurate temperature
profile tracking. Thus, this chapter proposes using the fractional-order IαDβ controller for
the accurate temperature profile tracking, which will be experimentally demonstrated by
the Quanser heat flow equipment (HFE).
Let the plant be represented by a first order plus time delay (FOPTD) transfer function
as:
G(s) =
K
Ts+ 1
e−Ls, (5.5)
where K is the static gain or steady state gain of the system, L is the time-delay, and T is
the time-constant of the system. These can be computed from the open-loop step response
of the system.
The fractional controller is represented by C(s) as:
C(s) = Ki
Ts+ 1
sα
. (5.6)
Also,
C(s) = Ki(
1
sα
+ Ts1−α). (5.7)
Thus, the above equation reveals the fractional integral derivative nature of the controller.
Hence; the controller is (FO − ID/IαDβ) controller where β = 1− α.
The open-loop transfer function as Bode’s ideal loop transfer function is given by:
C(s)G(s) = KiK
e−Ls
sα
......1 < α < 2. (5.8)
Now, the gain and phase of the open-loop transfer function are given by:
|C(jω)G(jω)| = KiK
ωα
, (5.9)
φ = −Lω − αpi
2
.
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For a user-defined gain margin Am and phase margin φm, above relations are expressed
as:
|C(jωp)G(jωp)| = − 1
Am
, (5.10)
φm = pi + ∠C(jωg)G(jωg),
where ωp and ωg are the phase and gain crossover frequencies of the open-loop system with
controller, respectively.
On substitution, the gain relations are:
KKi
ωαg
= 1, (5.11)
ωαp
KKi
= Am,
and the phase relations are:
φm = pi − Lωg − αpi2 , (5.12)
pi = α
pi
2
+ Lωp.
Further,
Am = (
ωp
ωg
)α, (5.13)
ωp
ωg
=
pi − αpi2
pi − φm − pi pi2
.
Simplifying one obtains the nonlinear equation represented by 13 as:
Am = (
pi − αpi2
pi − φm − pi pi2
)α. (5.14)
Given a gain margin/ phase margin, above equation is solved for fractional order α using
numerical classical approach in MATLAB.
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Once the value of α is obtained, corresponding values of (ωg, ωp,Ki,Kd) are obtained
as:
ωg =
pi − φm − αpi2
L
, (5.15)
ωp =
α− αpi2
L
,
Ki =
ωαp
KAm
=
ωαg
K
,
Kd = TKi.
Thus, given K,L, T,Am, φm, one can determine α, ωg, ωp,Ki,Kd using above analytical
approach.
5.5 Experimental Test
Quanser HFE system (see fig. 5.1) consists of a duct equipped with a heater and a blower
at one end and three temperature sensors located along the duct. The power delivered
to the heater is controlled using an analog signal. For the analog signal generation and
measurement, we use Quanser analog input/output libraries via MATLAB/Simulink/RTW.
The fan speed of heat flow equipment (HFE) is controlled using an analog signal. Fan
speed is measured using a tachometer and is an input signal. Figure 5.1 shows the set of
test equipment: computer, software, analog-to-digital/digital-to-analog (AD/DA) converter
and Quanser HFE. HFE system includes built-in power module, analog signals for fan speed
Fig. 5.1: The set of equipment for heat flow test.
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and power, an onboard tachometer to design speed control, and fast settling platinum
temperature transducers (three sensors along the duct) to measure the temperature. This
section summarizes the results of open-loop step response analysis. Figures 5.2, 5.3, and
5.4 are the open-loop step response of sensor 1, 2, and 3 at varying heater (VQ) voltages but
constant fan (VF) voltage of 5V DC. The fan (VF) and heater (VQ) voltages are applied in
the range [0-5 Volts] and the temperature readings at three sensor positions are recorded.
Fig. 5.2: Sensor 1 (Fan Command Voltage constant= 5V, Heat Command Voltage varying).
Fig. 5.3: Sensor2 (Fan Command Voltage constant= 5V, Heat Command Voltage varying).
Fig. 5.4: Sensor3 (Fan Command Voltage constant= 5V, Heat Command Voltage varying).
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The heating operation takes effect only when V Q > 3V DC. The open-loop response shows
an initial delay, indicating that it takes finite time for the sensors to detect the change in
the temperature.
A first order plus delay time (FOPDT) model at a desired sensor is given by:
Tn
Vq
=
K
Ts+ 1
e−Ls, (5.16)
where K is the open-loop gain given by (Max−Min)/V Q in (C/V).
Min: Temperature in (C) inside the tube before the experiment begins or the room tem-
perature.
Max: Maximum temperature in (C) reached after a run of 60 seconds. This is, strictly
speaking, not the steady state value as the temperature is increasing. However, the rate of
increase considerably slows down after 20 seconds.
L : The delay in the response in seconds.
T : The time constant is given by the time it takes to reach 63% of the change in tempera-
ture or the time it takes for the response to reach Min+ .63 ∗ (Max−Min).
τ :The relative dead time of the response given by L/(L+ T ).
Experiments were conducted to study the open-loop step response of three sensors first
at constant fan voltage (5V ) and varying heater voltage ranging from 3 − 5V. The above
experiment was repeated for constant heater voltage (5V ) and varying fan voltage ranging
from 3− 5V. The step response values so obtained are listed in fig 5.5.
Firstly when heating effect is analyzed by keeping the fan speed constant, it is seen
that as the distance of the sensors from heater increases, the corresponding gain values of
the first order transfer function models of the sensors decrease and delay time increase i.e.,
K1 > K2 > K3 and D1 < D2 < D3, where K1, K2, and K3 are the static gain values
and D1, D2, and D3 are the delay values of first order transfer function models of sensor
1, sensor 2, and sensor 3, respectively. This is shown in fig. 5.6 and fig. 5.7. There is no
trend in time constant of the three sensors with distance. However for every sensor, time
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constant values show an increase with increase in heater voltage. This is shown in fig. 5.8.
Cooling effect is comparatively different from heating effect. This is shown in figs. 5.9,
5.10, and 5.11. As can be seen, gain values decrease with increase in distance from the
fan and with increase in fan voltage, i.e. K1 > K2 > K3, whereas the delay values show
an increase with distance from the blower, i.e. D1 < D2 < D3. Also, there is an increase
in time constant values of sensors with increase in distance from fan, i.e. T1 < T2 < T3.
Fig. 5.5: Step response data from the open-loop heat flow experiment.
Fig. 5.6: Heating effect: Variation of static gain of sensors with distance.
Fig. 5.7: Heating effect: Variation of delay of sensors with distance.
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Here T1, T2, and T3 are time constant of sensor 1, sensor 2, and sensor 3, respectively.
Thus, one can see that dynamics of HFE is really very complex and permits the need of
a better controller than a simple integer order proportional integral/ proportional integral
derivative (PI/PID) controller. The next section aims at justifying the efficiency of the new
method over already existing integer and fractional order controllers.
Fig. 5.8: Heating effect: Time constant of sensors with distance.
Fig. 5.9: Cooling effect: Variation of static gain of sensors with distance.
Fig. 5.10: Cooling effect: Variation of delay of sensors with distance.
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Fig. 5.11: Cooling effect: Variation of time constant of sensors with distance.
5.6 Comparisons and Simulation Results
In this section an extensive comparison of existing integer order solutions and fractional
order solutions is made. For integer order case both PI and PID controllers are considered
based on Ziegler Nichol’s tuning method. The ziegler nichol’s tuning formulae for a PI
controller is given as:
Kp =
0.9T
KL
, (5.17)
Ki =
Kp
3L
,
whereas for a PID controller the gain values are:
Kp =
1.2T
KL
, (5.18)
Ki =
Kp
2L
,
Kd = Kp ∗ L2 .
The other controller, which is compared, is a fractional PI controller based on fractional
Ms integral gain optimization (F-MIGO) tuning method introduced in Kostial et al. and
Bhaskaran et al. [6, 7] as:
C(s) = K♣p +
K♣i
sα
, (5.19)
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where K♣p and K
♣
i and α values are given by:
K♣p =
0.2978
K(τ + .000307)
, (5.20)
K♣i = T
.8578
τ2 − 3.402τ + 2.405 ,
α =

0.7, if τ < 0.1
0.9, if 0.1 ≤ τ < 0.4
1.0, if 0.4 ≤ τ < 0.6
1.1, if τ ≥ 0.6
.
The controller performances for all the three sensors are compared in real-time as
shown in figs. 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14. As is clear from the figures, the fractional controllers
outperform simple integer order PI/PID controller. The new controller fractional order
integral derivative (FO − ID) is tuned better in comparison to Ms constrained FO-PI
controller for sensor 1, whereas for sensor 2 and sensor 3 both the fractional order controllers
perform more or less the same.
Figures 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17 show the same results in Simulink enviornment. The
simulation and actual lab results showed some mismatch indicating that the linear model
was unable to model the systems nonlinearities. In the experiments the fan and heater
Fig. 5.12: Controller performances for sensor 1 in real-time.
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Fig. 5.13: Controller performances for sensor 2 in real-time.
Fig. 5.14: Controller performances for sensor 3 in real-time.
Fig. 5.15: Controller performances for sensor 1 in Simulink.
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Fig. 5.16: Controller performances for sensor 2 in Simulink.
Fig. 5.17: Controller performances for sensor 3 in Simulink.
voltages were 5V each.
5.7 Conclusions
The objective of this chapter to introduce a novel analytical tuning method for a
fractional integral derivative (FO − ID/IαDβ) controller and apply the results to analyze
heat flow in heat flow equipment (HFE) module was successfully met. The performance of
new FO-ID controller was compared to the integer order proportional integral/proportional
integral derivative (PI/PID) controller and fractional order proportional integral (FO-PI)
controller. Our observation was that since the HFE systems have very small relative dead
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time they do not need a full integrator for their control. FO-PI controller gives a strong
competition to FO-ID controller tuned by new analytical method for some cases. For FO-
ID method introduced, the resulting closed-loop system has the desirable feature of being
robust to gain variations with step responses exhibiting an iso-damping property. Extensive
simulation results are included to illustrate the simple yet practical nature of the developed
new tuning rules.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary
In summary, the contributions and results presented in this thesis are as follows.
A detailed explanation of design of a robust-jitter controller called optimum fractional
order proportional integral (OFOPI) controller was provided. A set of hundred gain de-
lay time-constant (KLT) systems was simulated and compared to prove the efficiency of
controller in providing higher jitter margin when compared to simple fractional order pro-
portional integral (FO-PI) controller and proportional integral derivative (PID) controller
(for relative dead time (τ) < 0.5. Finally, tuning rules were given to determine the gain pa-
rameters and fractional order of integrator (α) of OFOPI controller. This kind of controller
could prove to be a better option than optimal proportional integral derivative (OPID) con-
troller for systems with small value of τ and when large jitter margin and better controller
performance are desirable.
Present work considers a special case when varying time delay δ(t) = δmax, for all
values of time t. In other words, ‖ ∆F ‖L2= δmax. For such a case, the tuning rules give the
gain parameters of the OFOPI controller at which the jitter margin is maximized for the
system. In other cases when δ(t) 6= δmax, these tuning rules result in higher jitter margin
bound. Furthermore, an intensive experimental study for such a system called the Smart
Wheel at the Center of Self Organizing and Intelligent Systems (CSOIS) was presented.
For speed control in Smart Wheel experiment, random delays were accounted by ping-
ing different locations and using OFOPI tuning rules to determine the parameters at which
system has maximum delay and yet is stable. An s-function block is used in Simulink to
implement the Smart Wheel in the network loop. It is noticed that since the Smart Wheel
is a delay-dominated system, it will result in higher jitter margin using an OPID controller.
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This is in confirmation with the results obtained in the work of Bhambhani et al. [37]. How-
ever, for systems with delay (L) and time-constant (T) in the range [0.1 · · · 1], the upper
bound on jitter margin is increased manyfold. Also the OFOPI controller has a faster per-
formance as compared to OPID controller. Hence, the work presented in this paper justifies
that the OFOPI tuning rules work well in the networked control setting having random
delays.
Another major contribution of this thesis was the experimental work on water-level
and fluid control in coupled tank PP-100 in three different configurations. A comparison
between different PI controller tuning methods was made for each tank configuration. This
was a four-step procedure comprising of system plant modeling, identification, validation,
simulation, and real-time control experiments. For each case, simulation results confirmed
real-time control results though disturbances due to water dynamics, modeling uncertain-
ties, nonlinearities in the system, etc., are still responsible for differences between the two.
Furthermore, it was observed that FO-PI (FMIGO) is a promising controller in process
industries and could perform even better when compared with integer order PI controllers.
Besides, a novel analytical tuning method for a fractional integral derivative (FO −
ID/IαDβ) controller was introduced and results were applied to analyze heat flow in heat
flow equipment (HFE) from Quanser. The performance of new FO-ID controller was com-
pared to the integer order PI/PID controller and FO-PI controller. Our observation was
that since the HFE systems have very little relative dead time, they do not need a full
integrator for their control. FO-PI controller gave a strong competition to FO-ID controller
tuned by new analytical method for some cases. For FO-ID method introduced, the result-
ing closed-loop system had the desirable feature of being robust to gain variations with step
responses exhibiting an isodamping property. Extensive simulation results were included to
illustrate the simple yet practical nature of the developed new tuning rules.
6.2 Future Work
It should be noted that the OFOPI tuning rules derived in Bhambhani et al. [37] were
based on a set of first order plus delay time (FOPDT) systems such that their delay values
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are L = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]′, values of the time constant are T = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]′,
and K = 1. Efforts were made to simulate another set of FOPDT systems with time delay
and time constant values in the range L = [0.1 · · · .1]′ and T = [0.1 · · · 1]′. However due to
computational limitations and frequency mismatch, this still remains a difficult task and is
one of the major challenges. Similar difficulties were encountered for PID controller using
the approach found in Eriksson and Johansson [38] for the new set of FOPDT systems.
Another possible area of research could be to find the upper bound of the controller
when δ(t)=δmax, for all values of t. In other words, ‖ ∆F ‖L2=δmax.
Use of higher order filters to obtain any desirable jitter-margin using FO-PI design
would also prove to be an area to explore as shown in work of Eriksson and Johansson [9].
A tuning scheme based on the simple fractional Ms constrained integral gain optimization
(F-MIGO) tuning on an extended plant should be developed. This method opens door for
treating the maximum time-delay as a design parameter for the tuning rules.
The tuning rules help in designing a OFOPI controller, extension to include a fractional
derivative term is another area of research.
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Appendix A
Optimal PID Tuning Rules
In addition to designing of an optimal FO-PI (OFOPI) controller and developing op-
timal FO-PI tuning rules, we also compare the OFOPI controller and the optimal PID
controller (OPID). Briefly summarizing, the OPID controller is represented in time-domain
as
u(t) = k(pyr(t)− yf (t)) + ki
∫ t
0
(yr(τ)− yf (τ))dτ
+kd(q
dyr(t)
dt
− dyf (t)
dt
), (A.1)
where k, ki, and kd are the gain parameters of the controller given by AMIGO tuning rules,
p and q are the set-point weights and yf is the filtered process variable. The output is
considered to pass through a low-pass filter having a transfer function Gf (s) given as
Gf (s) =
1
(Tfs+ 1)2
. (A.2)
The other controller parameters are defined mathematically as
p =
 0, if τ ≤ 0.5,1, if τ > 0.5; (A.3)
q = 0;
Tf =

0.05
ωgc
, if τ ≤ 0.2,
0.1L, if τ > 0.2;
,
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where ωgc is the cut off frequency of the filter. Further, the tuning rules proposed on PID
controller were:
k =
0.4T − 0.04
KpL
+
0.16
Kp
, (A.4)
ki = 0.01
(−0.11T 3 + 1.5T 2 − 1.5
KpL2
+
0.35T 2 + 4T + 50
KpL
)
, (A.5)
kd = 0.01
(0.4T 2 + 11T
Kp
)
. (A.6)
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Appendix B
Setpoint Conversion Formulae
If SD is drive speed set point, SS is steering speed set point, PZ is Z-axis position set point and
ZL is control character that corresponds to lowest position of the wheel assembly along the z-axis,
then conversion formulae from Serial Input to Wheel Set-Point are given by:
PZ =
(B − ZL)
(ZU − ZL) (ZU − ZL) + ZL, (B.1)
SD =
(B −DMID)
(DMAX −DMID) , (B.2)
SS =
(B − SMID)
(SMAX − SMID) . (B.3)
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Appendix C
Code
function F = optim(pid)
clc
K = 1;
L =0.1;
T= 0.5;
tau = L/(L+T);
G = tf(K,[T 1],’OutputDelay’,L);
[Gm,Pm,Wg,Wp] = margin(G);
if(tau > .6)
ford= 1.1;
elseif(.4 <= tau \&\& tau <= .6)
ford = tau + .5;
elseif(.2<= tau \&\& tau < .4)
ford = .9;
elseif(.1 <= tau \&\& tau<.2)
ford = tau + .7;
elseif (.05<= tau \&\& tau < .1)
ford = tau +.6;
elseif (tau <.05)
ford = .7;
end
Kp=pid(1);
Ki=pid(2);
ford=pid(3);
if (tau>0.2)
Tf= .1*L;
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else
Tf=.05/Wg;
end
if ford == 1
C = Kp +Ki*tf([1],[1 0]);
else
Ci = ora_foc(-ford,0,10^-4,10^4);
C = Kp + Ki*Ci;
end
s=tf(’s’);
H = G*C;
w = logspace(-3,3,10000)’;
Hf = squeeze(freqresp(H,w));
[delta_max I]=min(abs((1+Hf)./(j*w.*Hf)));
w_refined =logspace(log10(w(I-5)),log10(w(I+5)),1000)’;
Hf =squeeze(freqresp(H,w_refined));
delta_max=min(abs((1+Hf)./(j*w_refined.*Hf)));
delta_max=delta_max;
time = 0:.2:200;
[y t]=step(H/(ss(1)+H),time);
itae = max(sum(abs(1-y(1:end-1)).*t(1:end-1).*diff(t)));
F = [itae 1/delta_max];
disp([’Kp: ’ num2str(Kp) ’, Ki: ’ num2str(Ki) ’, ford: ’ num2str(ford) ’,
ITAE: ’ num2str(itae) ’, delta_max: ’ num2str(delta_max)])
